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The new generation „EVO“ - from 139.500€!
Since the introduction of the IMPAKTOR 250 to the market during BAUMA 2016 in Munich we are able to look
back at a unique story of success. The company, well known for its double-shaft shredding machines, developed
an exceptional shredder with extremely high mobility, ahead of its competition, paired with the best priceperformance ratio.
The throughout positive and innovative features are noticeably reflected in the extraordinary order intake at a
very high level. The product line “IMPAKTOR” is a flagship for strong and steady growth as well as economic
success. The shredder, which is superior to its competitors, has become a very serious subject to the market
leaders. "To build the ultimate shredders with the best price-performance ratio" is a work philosophy defined and
lived by ARJES and carefully observed and analysed by our market environment.
Following continuous and steady development over the past 3 years ARJES is going to present the next
evolutionary step at 2019’s BAUMA – the “IMPAKTOR 250 EVO”. In addition to a worldwide unique combination
of track mobility and a hook lift version, the "EVO" model features a revolutionary quick-change shaft system, a
new and even more innovative control system as well as a new shaft design that expands the range of
applications of the shredder many times over. In future, the IMPAKTOR is not only going to be a machine for
processing minerals, but will also be able to shred waste, wood, scrap wood, tyres, mattresses and light metals.
With the sensational introduction of the IMPAKTOR EVO, ARJES is following the unusual path of a transparent
pricing policy and accompanies this with an extraordinary price reduction (new price from 139,500 €). With its
debut at the BAUMA 2019 in Munich, the shredder will be equipped with extended warranty periods and costoptimized wear packages while at the same time reducing its price. Thus, ARJES creates opportunities for
increasing market presence, improved sales potential and the, therefore, associated economic opportunities.
Its big brother “VZ 950 Titan” will also be displayed at the BAUMA 2019 following the same philosophy. Here, too,
ARJES is going to surprise their visitor’s with a new, optimized evolutionary step of a shredding machine.
Scrap celebrities at BAUMA 2019
From 08th to 14th April visitors will have the opportunity to see the VZ 950 TITAN and the IMPAKTOR 250 EVO
first hand at the exhibition booth of ARJES. Our competent staff will be happy to advise you and answer your
questions while receiving prominent support from the brothers Manfred & Uwe Ludolf. The "Schrotties", known
from TV, already supported the ARJES team at IFAT 2018. They are very familiar with the machines and provide
the unique experience at the ARJES stand in the outdoor area North 1017/9 with informative conversations and
best entertainment.
We look forward to your visit!
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